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opinion, the tour to Wuqiao Acrobatics World should focus on the

experiences and feelings more than the academic knowledges. The

tourists who intend to visit this theme park want to satisfy the

curiosity about the Chinese acrobatics, they prefer watching and

participating rather than listening. So if I was the guide escort a tour

group to Wuqiao Acrobatics World, I will not prepare a long

commentary to disturb my tourists in the scenic spot. Most of the

interpretation should be delivered on the couch and outside the

park. What the guide need doing inside the park is only explaining

something the tour members are not familiar with or feel

puzzled.The commentary has 3 parts:*Part one :Introduction about

Chinese acrobatics.Chinese acrobatics is the Chinese peoples

favourite art, which is originated in people’s daily life and work.

Has absorbed from singing, dancing and other various performing

forms, the Chinese acrobatics has got a great development. With

about 2500 years history, Chinese acrobatics still shines as one of the

brightest stars in Chinese culture. It has won the title of “the

kingdom of Acrobatics” in the world. The Chinese acrobatics

group have traveled to many countries and regions throughout the

world and won fans everywhere.*Part two: introduction about

wuqiao acrobatics and Wuqiao Acrobatics World1) Why wuqiao is



famous?wuqiao county is well known by Chinese people and

foreigners as the birthplace of the famous Chinese acrobatics, which

with a long acrobatics history and perfect performing arts. It is said

that the local people there are all able to perform acrobatics more or

less. no matter he is 99 years old or just learning to walk. So

acrobatics has become a very important part of the local people’s

daily life.2) The uniqueness of the Wuqiao Acrobatics

World?Wuqiao Acrobatics World is built in 1992, as the only

acrobatics theme park in the world, it also became the largest

performing arts appreciating park in china.Almost all the

unbelievable performances can be seen in this park. For example, a

mouse can be trained to wive or perform on the tightrope.When we

talking about Tianqiao of Beijing, we must mention “The Eight

Eccentrics of Tianqiao,” and they were the creator of bottom

culture of the imbalanced society. They had made greatly

contributions to our national fork art and its development. In

wuqiao acrobatics we also can see the scenes of the past Tianqiao,

which are attractive and wonderful.*Part three: What we should

learn from acrobatics?(When the group has finished the visiting in

the park)Acrobatics is beneficial for the community and education.

The actors interpret the beauty of the art with the limits of life, make

successes more encouraged and losers never discouraged. So the tour

to appreciate acrobatics also has a role of education, enlightens

people by the meaning of life, makes them enjoy life and never gave
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